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Lessons Learned – a Recap of the SETP Symposium  
Mark Jones Jr. 
If I could use one word to describe the theme of the 2020 SETP Virtual Symposium, I 
would use two, and they would be “lessons learned.”  The words are familiar to all of 
us, but they are more familiar after SETP’s late September event.  Additionally, during 
his tenure as SETP president, Bill Gray has stood on the soap box of lessons learned for 
the past year.  Consequently, he addressed some of his closing comments to the topic as 
well.  Just days later, the FTSC Board of Directors discussed the topic together with 
comments on a white paper/proposal on lessons learned penned by one of its members.  
The Chairman’s lengthy reply—which he has edited and included below—is like a 
lessons learned on the “lessons learned” issue.   
 
First, however, I would like to draw your attention 
to one presentation in which two Air Force F-15 
pilots argue convincingly that we are not doing our 
due diligence, that we are not remembering the 
lessons learned.  They present that argument below 
in their column, Shifting our Paradigm on 
Sharing Lessons Learned.  They’ve also kindly 
included their slides and the original SETP Cockpit article as an attachment to this pdf. 
 
For a counterexample, I turn first to my own experience.  The HondaJet received its 
steep approach certification in 2019, though it began this testing much earlier.  I can 
testify that the test team did a thorough review of the many presentations on Hard 
Landings from OEMs that had gone before, and we learned the lessons and avoided the 
common fate.  (There is probably a paper worth writing on how hard it was to implement 
some of the lessons learned in our specific context, but that will have to wait.)   
 
Lockheed Martin’s Billie Flynn presented an even more relevant and timely challenge 
to the recurring theme during the Symposium.  His presentation described the way the 
NAS Pax River and LM test team approached the edge of the envelope for weapons 
release testing.  The focus of their technical discussion was real-time atmospheric 
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modeling to prevent the aircraft from exceeding limits, but ultimately, they proved that 
they had not forgotten the lessons of the past by safely and efficiently executing that 
test.  It would have been easy to overlook the success of his test and miss the implicit 
relevance to the unofficial theme of the Symposium and the aforementioned 
presentation.   
 
The point here is not to settle the argument but to encourage discourse.  Many people 
have pondered the best ways to retain organizational memory and manage knowledge 
repositories.  Others have attempted to solve the problem.  That is the conversation we 
want you to have with your colleagues, mentors, and even subordinates.  We’d love to 
hear your thoughts on the topic and your response to the positions presented herein. 

Figure 1 – Billie Flynn on Zoom during the 2020 SETP Symposium. 
 

Turbo Talk – Chairman’s Corner   Art “Turbo” Tomassetti 
During the recent SETP virtual Symposium one of the presentations focused on Lessons 
Learned.  It caught my attention as this is a topic I still talk about to many audiences.   
One of the first steps with Lessons Learned is trying to ensure as many people as 
possible get the lesson.   Doesn’t do much good to have a lesson that doesn’t get relayed 
to others.  While we have conferences, workshops and symposia as venues to relay these 
lessons we also recognize the benefit of having them archived somewhere.  Today 
various organizations have archives or databases of lessons learned they can reference. 
When I was President of SETP, we started a process to gather some of the key 
information with every paper that was cleared for release (every presentation approved 
for recorded videocast).  We asked the author(s) to provide us key words and lessons 
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learned so that we could improve the SETP website search function.  As long as the 
authors provide that information, we have a way to improve the ability to search for 
Lessons on the website going forward.  We have also discussed working backwards 
through the videocasts and papers and trying to capture the same info, or using software 
to transcribe the videocasts into PDFs that would also be searchable.  The former 
requires the author/presenter to fill in the release approval form for their archived 
paper/presentation.  Yes, it sounds painstakingly slow, but there are quite a number of 
repeat presenters.  Therefore, getting input from those individuals will likely yield more 
data than just one paper.  In this latter case, we would still need to consider contacting 
the authors to ensure that we had release permission, if we want the information to be 
available to an audience wider than just SETP members.  All of these efforts help us to 
build and grow a database. 
 
One challenge we encounter is addressing exactly how one conducts a search for 
something that is not just a key word or phrase—in other words, it is a full sentence 
lesson learned from someone’s presentation.  Here is an example from the 2010 paper 
“Rapid development of the X-55A/Advanced Composite Cargo Aircraft and Initial 
Flight Test Results.”  The authors listed six lessons learned and this was the second: 

2. We made the wrong assumption that AOA vanes were for aircraft AOA - 
they were not. They were stall warning vanes. 

Trying to figure out how to make that “searchable” is a challenge.  It is extremely 
unlikely that someone would type that exact sentence into a search box.  A modern day 
search engine might match keywords and show you results with the most terms 
matched, but think of the results that would be returned from keywords like AOA or 
“wrong assumption.”  The other approach might be to simplify that lesson to something 
more basic like “Know your System,” but I find it hard to believe that having “Know 
your System” as a search result would make a difference in anyone’s test program.  I 
don’t think test teams need to be told or shown that lesson—Know your System—they 
just need to take the time to do it.   
 
I do believe that we need to have a robust way to capture and make available Lessons 
Learned, because we want to ensure we are at least relaying the lessons.  I think we 
started a better path towards that with our new SETP presentation release form, and can 
continue our efforts to work backward through the archive, maybe with a team of 
volunteers.  
 
But while we continue to work lesson availability, I do not believe lack of a robust 
database is the biggest driver to “not learning lessons” and its corollary, repeating 
mistakes.  I see as more problematic two major factors:  

1. Not looking for lessons (that are available)  
2. Got the lesson but…  We are better/have better technology, can’t relate to 
the lesson, lesson doesn’t apply to me/us, misapplied/misunderstood lessons 
and the most concerning, “Got the lesson—ignored the lesson.”  
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A larger database of lessons will not address either of those factors. 
 
I have more than enough examples from my time at Pax River.  More than once, I was 
told by test teams during a test plan review, “We didn’t have time to research prior 
efforts,” or “Schedule/Budget doesn’t allow for all that prep/build up.”  Item number 1 
might be helped if there was a database that spoon fed you what you needed, but I don’t 
know how to do that.  Furthermore, it still doesn’t ensure the lesson is learned, accepted, 
and enforced.  I think the only way to fix item number 1 is to hold people accountable 
for doing their homework.  The second factor is much harder to address.  It could be 
affected by leaders and managers getting the lessons—I mean really getting and 
appreciating the lesson and letting it factor into decision making.  We know that is a 
challenge, but it is a challenge we must keep addressing and working.  Something that 
would help is more testers in the executive wing (and by “wing, I mean a part of the 
building, not a part of the aircraft), more test professionals in leadership roles. Yes! 
More testers in senior management roles.  Yes! Who’s with me…let’s hang up the flight 
suit and put on a coat and tie. Ye…wait, what?!  Umm…no thanks. 
 
In closing, I want to emphasize the efforts of SETP’s past President Bill Gray.  He 
encouraged operationalizing the lessons via procedures, rules, restrictions, SOPs, etc., 
and this is another area that will absolutely help.  But that path has challenges as well 
and will take effort, teamwork, and in some cases courage.  This all sounds hard, so 
what do we do? That part my friends is easy.  We do the things we know work; 
communicate, train, share, mentor and lead by example. 
Turbo                     Art Tomassetti 
 

Shifting our Paradigm on Sharing Lessons Learned  
LtCol Tucker “Cinco” Hamilton   Maj Chris “Beast” Taylor 
 
SETP and SFTE have a long history of supporting the flight test community.  
Membership includes the who’s who of aviation and some of the brightest minds in 
aerospace.  Over the years SETP and SFTE have made strides in more effectively 
sharing lessons learned and ensuring that other flight test professionals are safely and 
effectively executing missions while furthering techniques and approaches to gathering 
and analyzing data.  It seems to us that it is time to propel the conversation further by 
addressing and tackling shortfalls – providing accountability and higher expectations 
while pursuing fight test data.  This paper builds on the following paper published by 
Cinco in the Jul-Dec 2016 Cockpit Magazine, titled: Compatibility Flight Testing in 30-
Year-Old Aircraft – A Case Study on Ineffective Lesson Sharing. 
 
In most circumstances, history holds the keys to future success, from philosophy to 
politics to war to flight test. Not all test missions we fly require a deep analysis of past 
similar missions, but typically elevated risk or extensively planned missions have a 
history worth understanding.  Often, these lessons learned may be overlooked due to 
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either a lack of appropriately referenced documents or a lack of time for research.  These 
dilemmas present a challenge to sharing lessons learned for both societies.  On the one 
hand, they both do a great job encouraging members to share their lessons learned.  They 
conduct numerous conferences each year, reward those members who demonstrate 
flight test and lesson sharing excellence, and allow for a robust network that connects 
flight test professionals from around the globe.  However, as great of a job as both 
societies do in furthering information sharing, we believe there is an opportunity for us 
to do better. 
 
Back in 2013, Cinco, conducted a Compatibility Flight Profile missions on the F-15C, 
taking the AIM-120D to the corners of the flight envelope.  It was a successful mission. 
Afterwards, he prepared for an SETP presentation to share some lessons learned and 
learned that he had missed an entire history of papers, risk assessments, and lessons 
learned that he and the Eglin team failed to address during execution.  He then created 
a presentation discussing the importance of looking at this history when preparing for 
future high-speed flight test.  A few years later, other F-15C test pilots reached out to 
ask Cinco questions about his high-speed testing experiences.  This other team had not 
read his flight reports, nor seen his presentation, nor looked at any of the previous 
reports that he had discovered post-test execution.  Cinco then elected to go further and 
write an article for Cockpit magazine challenging the way we, as professional flight test 
societies, shared lessons learned.  Though the paper was championed by some, not many 
read it.  Fast forward a few years later and Cinco was in a briefing from Beast about the 
F-15SA and challenges they experienced during the programs high speed testing.  At 
the end of the briefing, Cinco approached Beast and found out he had an incomplete 
picture of all the previous high-
speed testing by the F-15 and F-16 
communities.  While Beast was 
only involved at the tail end of the 
program after most of the high 
speed points had been completed, 
and it’s possible that some 
previous members of the team 
may have done more research, we 
both realized that there was likely 
room for improvement. 
 
As we dug deeper, we noted that similarities of past high speed testing reports.  Many 
of the lessons learned through the long history of the F-15SA program were similar to 
a 1993 high-speed analysis report that included recommendations that were nearly 
identical to the recommendations from a 2006 high-speed report and again similar to 
recommendations from a 2013 report.  Sadly, it was clear to us that the cycle is repeating 
itself.  We, the authors, want to make it clear that we do not blame SETP/SFTE for these 
oversights and failures.  There’s an element of individual responsibility here that can’t 
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be ignored.  However, we strongly believe that SETP/SFTE can be the catalysts to 
disrupt this cycle. 
 
It is hard to say if a deeper historical analysis would have measurably helped teams 
conducting high-speed test points. In other words, is the juice worth the squeeze? We 
argue that it is worth the effort to make information more readily available and challenge 
our profession to standardize expectations for sharing lessons learned.  The key is taking 
the lessons learned and democratizing them to the entire fight test community.  In order 
to do so we believe that the following recommendations should be seriously considered 
by SETP and SFTE. 

1. Include (require?) a slide highlighting historical papers/presentations that 
relate to your symposium briefing – Do you and your team want to be 
considered for an SETP/SFTE presentation reward? Then you must include a 
slide that pulls out other SETP/SFTE papers/presentations that supported your 
testing.  If professional societies want to communicate the importance of 
evaluating the past, then this is an easy way to force members to take this 
seriously.  

2. Make all conference presentations/slide shows available on the website – 
Every year there are dozens of papers and presentations by flight test 
professionals.  Each of these efforts equates to valuable data already cleared 
for public release and allows others to go back and learn from experience. 
Recording presentations and making them available to members is a small cost 
compared to the immeasurable benefit of creating a conduit to the past. 

3. Begin an SETP expert panel – The SETP/SFTE Members, Associate 
Fellows, and Fellows have a lot of valuable experience.  It may be worth 
creating an advisory panel, made up of experts in flight test fields, who support 
one or two-year tenures as Advisors.  The role of the Advisor would include 
being available for other members to discuss their fight test missions.  There 
would need to be care regarding proprietary information, but generic lessons 
learned and recommendations from an experienced flight test professional 
should always be welcome.  Readily identifying this panel and their areas of 
expertise would be key to making sure that members have a known resource 
as they look for past lessons learned.  

4. Highlight presentations and lessons learned in Cockpit – the Cockpit 
magazine is a great place to congregate lessons learned over the past 6-month 
period.  Almost every presentation is required to identify primary lessons 
learned. It would be beneficial to gather the titles of the presentations with 
those lessons learned and have them in a document that is searchable for others; 
Cockpit magazine may be a good home for such a list. 

5. Tag SETP Archives with searchable key words – this seems like it would 
be one the easiest and most valuable steps in sharing lessons learned.  While 
papers can be thoroughly searched for words inside the document, 
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presentations should also be tagged with words that can easily direct a member 
searching for a certain topic. 

6. Bring back breakout sessions at symposia with open discussions relating 
to lessons learned in a certain field – We know that this has been done at past 
conferences, mainly the Flight Test Safety Workshop.  We also know that time 
during the annual symposium is valuable and hard to parse up.  There may be 
an opportunity to turn the Wednesday of the symposium into a workshop day 
where certain mission sets are discussed in break-out rooms. This 
recommendation would need to be vetted by more experienced members. 

We are certain there are other recommendations sitting out there, waiting to be unveiled 
and this paper and our subsequent presentation is a catalyst for the ideas and discussions 
that should follow. How can we be more effectively sharing lessons learned? That is the 
question we should never stop asking ourselves. As flight test missions continue to 
demand test professionals to safely, effectively, and efficiently gather data, we need to 
break the chain of ineffective sharing of our lessons…and SETP/SFTE should play an 
important role in furthering that conversation.  We look forward to a day where all 
applicable symposia presentations have leveraged the immense body of knowledge of 
these two organizations BEFORE test execution and report not just technical success 
but also that past lessons learned led to safer and more effective testing. 
 

Subscribe to our Podcast 
If you listened to the last podcast, you would have heard—at 10 minutes 52 seconds 
time elapsed—a really good quote about testing more complex systems.  It was 
something MGen Azzano (AFTC Commander) said in an interview with Turbo, our 
podcast host and Chairman.  He said other profound things and a few things I disagreed 
with, but the point is this:  Wisdom takes work, and podcasts are a way to work smarter.  
Any one of us can listen to this podcast on our commute or during a workout.  It doesn’t 
take long to subscribe, and it takes even less time to recommend it to a colleague.  If 
you have suggestions, please email them to chairman@flighttestsafety.org.   Please 
subscribe to the Flight Test Safety Podcast on the Apple or Google podcast app.  You 
can also navigate directly to the recording in a web browser and leave comments on 
these platforms.   
 

Contact Flight Test Safety Committee 
Art “Turbo” Tomassetti, Chairman      chairman@flighttestsafety.org 
Susan Bennett, FTSC Administrator               susan@setp.org 
Society of Flight Test Engineers                   edir@sfte.org 
Society of Experimental Test Pilots                  setp@setp.org 
AIAA Flight Test Group                derek.spear@gmail.com 
Contact Flight Test Safety Fact 
Mark Jones Jr, Editor                  mark@flighttestfact.com 
Website: flighttestsafety.org            Podcast: ftscchannel.podbean.com/ 
Connect with us by joining the LinkedIn Group:  “Flight Test Safety Committee” 
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CFP Testing: 30-Year Case Study in 
Lesson Learned Failures


Maj Chris “Beast” Taylor, 461 FLTS
Lt Col Tucker “Cinco” Hamilton, MIT AI Accelerator



Presenter

Presentation Notes

This presentation is not about Compatibility Flight Profiles or high-speed testing. It is about what happened after both myself and and Beast…separately created presentations about our lessons learned from these missions. 







SETP Presentation


Snappy Attention Step
Tell audience about a cool fight test mission(s)
Funny banter between presenters
Use equations that only Animal will understand
Use statements like: build up approach, do your homework, 


know the requirements, expect the unexpected
Lesson learned summary – don’t make my mistakes
Exit stage right and go directly to the suites











Overview


• Compatibility Flight Profile (CFP) Test Mission
– Refresher Academics
– Flight Clearance
– Test Planning Challenges
– Test Flight Overview


• CFP Moving Forward
– High Speed Analysis
– Future CFP Testing


Lessons Learned







Test Objective


Clear Aim-120D to Basic Aircraft Limit (BAL) 
envelope for the F-15C/E & F-16


…also courtesy carry and clear Aim-9X Block II and P5 Pod


OBJECTIVE MET







• F-15C CFP Accident: same exact profile, high Q 
point, vertical tail debonding occurred. 
Immediate loss of aircraft / pilot
– Limit exposure to 800 KCAS, i.e. high Q


• F-22 Accident: TSM planning


Historical Analysis


Conduct historical analysis prior to flight test







Eagle Thumbprint


Structural loads issue due to the wing bending moment



Presenter

Presentation Notes

The F-15 thumbprint exists because of the wing bending moment, so it is a structural loads issue. The F-15E was designed as a 9 G aircraft, and the most critical load throughout the entire envelope is the wing bending moment during a 9 G pull at 1.05 Mach/20K ft. The aircraft design configuration for this condition is PW-100 engines, no CFTS, and AIM-7 missiles (37,400 lbs). As weight increases the bending moment reaches the critical point at a lower Nz, and the thumbprint gets larger. The aircraft designers created curve fits from analytical and flight test data, and OWS uses these curve fits to calculate allowable Nz. The thumbprint represents the Nz that will give the critical wing bending moment. The OWS curve fits for wing bending are also a function of lateral stick force (i.e. roll rate), so if any lateral stick is applied, the allowable Nz decreases.







• What does Seek Eagle need?
– 0.9M sustained 9-g turns…really


– How about a simple break-turn instead


0.9M Symmetric Loads


At 0.90M/14K
Fuel G Available
1000 9.00


2000 9.00
5000 8.50


8000 7.90


Question the requirements - find out what is needed & understand why







1st Test Flight July 2013


• Asymmetric Missile Loadout
– Noticeable Directional instability above 1.7M


• Nose started to hunt, felt like the jet was on ice


– Bleed Air Light at 1.85M
• If last maneuver, would it have been good enough


Expect the unexpected…hold that thought







High-Q Test Point


• Target – 800 KCAS @ 5,000 ft
– Loud ECS pop at 720 KCAS


• Abort call
• Attempted maneuver again


– Same loud pop at 720 KCAS continued
– Lost TM at 750 KCAS
– ORM applied, test point complete


Expect the unexpected, but understand that flight test can be uncharted







Test Flight, 23 Sep 13


• High speed point last, 1.97M – no directional 
instability


• 2 min remaining, 5 air refueling trips later –
profile complete in 1 sortie
– Risk Mitigation reduced test point attempts 


• Questioning requirements
• Understanding and smartly planning our profile
• GOOD CRM/ORM through real-time point analysis


Good CRM/ORM: do your homework and understand the requirements







SETP Presentation


Snappy Attention Step
Tell audience about a cool fight test mission(s)
Funny banter between presenters (…no, you’re a bad pilot)
Use equations that only Animal will understand
Use statements like: build up approach, do your homework, 


know the requirements, expect the unexpected
Lesson learned summary – don’t make my mistakes
Exit stage right and go directly to the suites







This is a Boring Presentation – But it’s Needed


• Individual failure can equate to systemic issues
• SETP/SFTE are forces for good…and catalyst for change
• History does not need to be repeated
• Our role as Test Professionals 


includes a responsibility to 
challenge requirements







History is Repeating Itself


• 1992 – F-16 CFP mishap
• 1992 – SETP Paper
• 1993 – High-speed CFP study
• 2000 – High speed testing study
• 2002 – Catastrophic loss of 


pilot/aircraft during CFP
• 2006 – High-speed flight test study
• 2007 – SETP Paper


No idea these existed


While preparing an 
SETP presentation…
I discovered my folly



Presenter

Presentation Notes

I always viewed SETP as an organization that went beyond networking, beyond cool stories about aviation, but one that actively became a part of my flight test journey – helping me plan, execute, and analyze flight test missions







We’ve Done Our Part…?


• Authored an extensive Test Pilot mission report
• Presented a version of this paper at the SETP SE Conf ‘14
• Presented this paper at the Flight Test Conference in May ’14
• Member of the Test Wing’s high-speed action team


…and then I received a phone call from a buddy







F-15C AIM-9X Block II CATM Test Team


• 1992 – F-16 CFP mishap
• 1992 – SETP Paper
• 1993 – High-speed CFP study
• 2000 – High speed testing study
• 2002 – Catastrophic loss of pilot/aircraft during CFP
• 2006 – High-speed flight test study
• 2007 – SETP Paper
• 2013 – F-16 CFP mishap
• 2013 – High-speed fight test study
• 2014 – SETP Presentation
• 2015 – F-15 high speed test challenges


They had limited knowledge of 
my presentation…so I wrote a 
paper published it in 
Cockpit…now, I’ve done my 
part…right?







F-15SA Program


• 1992 – F-16 CFP mishap
• 1992 – SETP Paper
• 1993 – High-speed CFP study
• 2000 – High speed testing study
• 2002 – Catastrophic loss of pilot/aircraft during CFP
• 2006 – High-speed flight test study
• 2007 – SETP Paper
• 2013 – F-16 CFP mishap
• 2013 – High-speed fight test study
• 2014 – SETP Presentation
• 2015 – F-15 high speed test challenges
• 2015 – SETP Cockpit Paper
• 2017 – F-15SA high-speed test challenges
• 2020 – SETP Presentation


I had limited knowledge of 
much of this prior work
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Presentation Notes

What cinco just described might have been the end of the story until the F-15SA program came along.  It’s important to point out that I was late to the fight for F-15SA and most of the high speed testing and considerations were mostly complete before I joined the program.  Bluce, Wikid, and Dragon, Phat and many others had the majority of the program.  But, I will admit that I didn’t have the full story.  While I knew about some of these events and papers, I didn’t know about it all.  







We did our part…?
• Reacted to test events and made changes to the plan.
• Leveraged some lessons learned and historical analysis of    USAF 


fleet operations.
• Reduced some high-speed testing requirements
• Briefed the 412th Test Wing multiple times on the effort


… and after a brief in 
January 2019 I talked to Cinco 



Presenter

Presentation Notes

I can’t get into all of the details on the F-15SA due to some releasability issues, but the specifics don’t matter.  What ultimately mattered is the team actively pursued a widespread envelope expansion program but subsequently paired down that high-speed campaign as it went along.  There was a detailed analysis for operational practices on USAF operations and those factors combined to a reduction in some high speed testing requirements.  After the unique privilege of being the USAF Test team lead at the tail end of the program, I was able to brief the 412th TW on the high speed testing effort in January.  I felt pretty confident of my command of high speed testing lessons learned thanks to the work of those before me on the F-15SA program until I talked to Cinco immediately following the presentation.  I was struck by some similarities as we started talking







…So What?


More effective lesson sharing could help some Flight Test Mission sets


• Recommendations from the ‘93 report were similar to the ’06 and ‘13 reports 


• Would we have gone to 800KCAS and attempted to go to 2.5M had we known 
the storied past coupled with operational pilot reports?


• Would SEEK Eagle (Air Force Stores Certification org) have pushed for the AIM-
9X CATM CFP…if so, would it have been so difficult to curb the high-speed test 
points?


• The F-15 high speed lessons learned literature from just 2-3 years prior sounded 
eerily similar to the F-15SA team considerations.


• Would the F-15SA program have had more knowledge to inform high speed 
testing?



Presenter

Presentation Notes

So, as we’ve both thought through these lessons re-learned, we asked ourselves the simple question: So what?The answer is quite simple: more effective lesson sharing could have helped.  







…so, Now What?


• Are we, as Test Professionals, appropriately challenging requirements & 
evaluating better ways of conducting DT?


• Being a test pilot is NOT JUST about flying pristine test points
• Being a test pilot IS about using our voice to safely deliver capability at the speed of 


relevance 


• Is SETP/SFTE effectively sharing lessons learned?...is it too reactive?
• YES, maybe, but…
• A paradigm shift is necessary
• What practical steps can we take to enhance engagement?
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Presentation Notes

So, now what do we do? Might get some questioning looks from some of the grey beards in the audience, but its not just about going to the edge of the envelope…… How do I advocate for safety ABD effective test in a time of limited resources because the pristine solution comes at a cost that may be in lives but almost certainly will be in terms of time the warfighter may not haveBut, there’s more and certainly personal responsibility comes into play here, but there’s still a better wayIf we aren’t getting the message across in the Eagle community, how do we expect to make sure it works across platforms, services and international borders.  All that to ask the question if we’re sharing lessons effectively and the answer is yes, maybe, but a paradigm shift is necessary to do better.  Here’s how…







Flight Test Mission Checklist


Evaluate requirements
Work with the engineers on validating requested test points
 Should the requirements be challenged
 Is there a better way of garnering the data
 Is risk vs reward balanced


Historical Analysis
 Archival Fight Test Database
 SETP/SFTE Database


Develop/Execute/Analyze 







• What does Seek Eagle need?
– 0.9M sustained 9-g turns…really


– How about a simple break-turn instead


0.9M Symmetric Loads


At 0.90M/14K
Fuel G Available
1000 9.00


2000 9.00
5000 8.50


8000 7.90


Question the requirements - find out what is needed & understand why







Flight Test Mission Checklist


Evaluate requirements
Work with the engineers on validating requested test points
 Should the requirements be challenged
 Is there a better way of garnering the data
 Is risk vs reward balanced


Historical Analysis
 Archival Fight Test Database
 SETP/SFTE Database


Develop/Execute/Analyze 


Fill the gaps – reverse the trend







Historical Class A / B Analysis


257 F-16, F-15, F-22 Class A / B accidents between 2002 and 2014 


• 238 (92.6%) occurred during a flight that was completely subsonic


• 6 (2.3%) unknown, Class B’s, engine issues found after flight


• 9 (3.5%) supersonic, Class B’s, engine issues found after flight


• 2 (0.8%) supersonic, Class B’s, material failure


2 (0.8%) supersonic, Class A’s, both Test Flights







CAF F-15C Pilot Survey
43 F-15C Pilots with an average of 1600 hours


• How many pilots have flown over 1.5M, non-FCF: 22
• How many pilots have flown over 1.8M, non FCF: 3
• How many pilots have simulated weapon employment over 1.5M: 15
• How many pilots have pulled 7+ G’s over 1.2M: 1
• Reason for not flying over 1.5M:


40% Cited Fuel / 33% Cited Tactical Considerations / 27% Cited Structural Integrity


Out of 28 Pilots who have flown over 1.5M
– Pilots with EP’s above 1.5M: 11 with ~23 Separate EPs


• 10 Rudder Limiter malfunction
• 9 ECS Related Issues
• 3 Engine
• 1 Canopy Unlock Light







SETP Presentation


Historical Analysis
Speak to SETP/SFTE experienced members
Write and prepare your SETP paper
Include references to historical papers/presentations in your 


presentation
Present your paper and ensure you tag your paper with searchable 


key words
Exit stage right and go directly to the suites
Support SETP/SFTE in helping break the chain







Practical Changes


SETP can do a better job in sharing lessons learned
1. Include (require?) a slide highlighting historical papers/presentations 


that relate to your symposia briefing







SETP Archival Analysis


• Sep 1992 – SETP Annual: “Falcon Fox III: F-16 AMRAAM Compatibility Testing at Eglin AFB”; Maj. Scott R. 
Berg and Maj. Joseph A. Lanni


• May 2006: “Mitigating Risk at the Edge of the Envelope: 46 TW Basic Aircraft Limit Test Procedures”; Maj 
Douglas P. Wickert, Capt Benjamin E. George 40th FLTS, Eglin AFB 


• May 2014 – Flight Test Safety Conference: “Break the Store Not the Airframe: CFP Testing in a 30-Year-Old 
Envelope”; Maj. Tucker Hamilton-USAF & Lt Michael Brueder-USAF


• July-Dec 2016 Cockpit Magazine: Compatibility Flight Testing in 30-Year-Old Aircraft – A Case Study on 
Ineffective Lesson Sharing, Hamilton


QUESTIONS?







Practical Changes


SETP can do a better job in sharing lessons learned
1. Include (require?) a slide highlighting historical papers/presentations 


that relate to your symposia briefing
2. Make all conference presentations/slide shows available on the website 
3. Begin an SETP Expert panel
4. Highlight presentations and lessons learned in Cockpit
5. Tag SETP Archives with searchable key words
6. Bring back breakout sessions at symposia with open discussions relating 


to lessons learned in a certain field







Lessons Learned


• It is okay to challenge requirements and critically evaluate the 
necessity of certain test points


• We need to try to break the chain of relearning lessons 
learned…SETP/SFTE have an important role to play in that paradigm 
shift


RECOMMENDATION: Create a project team of SETP/SFTE members 
to evaluate how lessons learned can be more effectively shared







SETP Archival Analysis


• Sep 1992 – SETP Annual: “Falcon Fox III: F-16 AMRAAM Compatibility Testing at Eglin AFB”; Maj. Scott R. 
Berg and Maj. Joseph A. Lanni


• May 2006: “Mitigating Risk at the Edge of the Envelope: 46 TW Basic Aircraft Limit Test Procedures”; Maj 
Douglas P. Wickert, Capt Benjamin E. George 40th FLTS, Eglin AFB 


• May 2014 – Flight Test Safety Conference: “Break the Store Not the Airframe: CFP Testing in a 30-Year-Old 
Envelope”; Maj. Tucker Hamilton-USAF & Lt Michael Brueder-USAF


• July-Dec 2016 Cockpit Magazine: Compatibility Flight Testing in 30-Year-Old Aircraft – A Case Study on 
Ineffective Lesson Sharing, Hamilton
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Compatibility Flight Testing in 30 Year Old Aircraft – 
A Case Study on Ineffective Lesson Sharing


By: Lt Col Tucker Hamilton, USAF (M)


As my aircraft passed through 1.7M the nose began to hunt and most of my attention keyed 
in on my beta -- via seat of the pants. As the aircraft accelerated through 1.8M the directional 
stability seemed to decrease and I started to feel uncomfortable. My airspeed continued 
to rise past 1.87M and just as I maximized my comfort level the Master Caution light lit 
up and a moment of terror flashed through my mind. The Bleed Air light was on steady 
and it was one of a few lights that could mean a massive aircraft emergency. I ripped the 
throttles back to Idle as I began to run the checklist from memory. I was at 45,000 ft and 
1.8M unable to quickly decelerate because the F-15D I was piloting has an engine idle 
cutoff – meaning idle on the throttle quadrant equated to MIL power until the aircraft slowed 
below 1.4M. Fortunately the light extinguished as I slowed. This does not necessarily mean 
everything was fine, but in this case my fear of an uncontained fire decreased since the 
light extinguished, tested fine, and there were no other troubling indications. I declared an 
emergency and brought the aircraft back to Eglin Air Force Base, situated on the beautiful 
Emerald Coast on the panhandle of Florida. It turns out the fire indication was a sensor 
problem and easily replaced. As things typically go, my next mission ended abruptly with 
the same light turning on during normal maneuvering; again a light malfunction and not a 
massive fire. The following two flights I lost my generator as I attempted full stick loaded 
rolls, both times bringing me back as an emergency. On my fifth attempt to complete my 
Compatibility Flight Profile (CFP) mission things went as planned. I pressed through the 
cards: 9G pulls, -3.0G pushes, 7.2G loaded rolls at full lateral stick deflection, 30 min 
speed soak, maximum buffet wind-up turns, max Mach run and max dynamic pressure 
(Q) dive. I hit the tanker a number of times and after over 3 hours of maneuvering called 
the deck complete in just one flight and brought my F-15 home…mission complete. 
Through the course of mission preparation and execution I encountered a number of 
valuable lessons learned and figured why not share with SETP. I began pulling together 
the data for what I thought would be an eye watering presentation and in the course of 
this preparation I realized that I had failed – and I wondered if SETP was culpable as well.


I had no idea that my experience flying the AIM-120D, AIM-9X and P5 Pod 
out to the corner of the F-15 envelope would result in a realization that lessons 
learned have been poorly passed on for over 20 years! How could this be with 
our tightknit flight test community, numerous similar testing, a tragic loss of 
one of our own, and multiple SETP presentations? Are we failing each other?


I really hate to leave folks in suspense after such an ominous question. I believe the 
answer is NO, but…we could be doing better as a society to encourage each other to make 
lessons learned the first step in our test planning process. The data is there but the process 
of allowing easy mining of that data and the active involvement of SETP members to act 
as mentors throughout the process is also an area for growth. Below is a case study of 
Compatibility Flight Profile (CFP) testing in the F-15C/D that highlights our need for a 
change. Actual lessons from the CFP will also be covered in hopes of future test pilots 
being able to look to this article as a source of study prior to their own CFP mission.
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DISCLAIMER: This is a two part paper. The first part is about Compatibility Flight 
Testing the AIM-120D in the F-15C/D. The second part uses that mission as a case study 
of failed lessons learned sharing. I recommend skipping to the second part of the paper if 
you are only interested in recommendations that tackle systemic lesson learned failures.
 


PART I: F-15C/D CFP
CFP Academics
CFP testing is simple enough: fly a store throughout the aircraft envelope and ensure it 
continues to work, does not negatively impact flying qualities, and does not break itself or 
the aircraft. The Air Force created the Air Force Seek Eagle Office (AFSEO) whose purpose 
was to ensure stores and aircraft played nice with each other. AFSEO is not necessarily 
concerned with aircraft structural integrity. They take that for granted as they solely focus 
on store clearances. For CFP testing it really comes down to the analysis of aerodynamic 
loads, inertial loads, and vibrational loads. Both inertial and aerodynamic loads can be 
assessed separately through analysis. Since forces and moments are easily modeled the 
inertial load analysis is attained through classic mathematical methods and historical outer 
mold line comparisons. Aerodynamic loads can be analyzed through wind tunnel testing, 
modeling and simulation and/or Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modeling. Though 
vibrational loads can be estimated they are so dependent on the other loads that flight test is 
required to assess concurrent vibrational loading + aerodynamic loading + inertial loading.


Traditionally there are three things that a CFP is testing: Flying Qualities, Store Integrity, 
and Store Endurance. Flying qualities are tested through pitch and rudder doublets, stick 
wraps, and steady heading sideslips. Typically these flight test techniques are qualitatively 
evaluated by the aircrew with no measured outcome. This allows the test pilot a quick check 
ensuring no adverse flying qualities prior to the CFP continuing into dynamic maneuvering. 
Store integrity requires the test team to select and execute maneuvers that will place the 
most stress on the store. This includes max buffet maneuvers, throttle chops, symmetric 
pulls and pushovers, positive and negative Nz loaded rolls, max dynamic pressure (Q), and 
max Mach runs. Store endurance is simply a speed soak that usually requires 30 minutes 
of high Q. This typically means flying between 500-1000 ft AGL at 0.88-0.92M (~550 
KCAS) for a cumulative 30 minutes. Some of these maneuvers are completely dependent 
on the airframe/store, i.e. the F-15 max buffet maneuver is not needed in the F-16 because 
it simply does not produce the same type of stress on the store. Regardless of the specific 
maneuvers the CFP does not always go to the basic aircraft limits (BAL) of the airframe. 
Though the test mission may not go to +2M, the risk associated with going to either 
BAL or the store limit should not be trivialized. Fortunately, with our current computing 
capability most stores never make it onto the airframe with known adverse characteristics.


F-15 CFP Maneuvering Set


Flying Qualities Set – Doublets, stick wrap, SHSS


Max Buffet Maneuver (store integrity) – Used for the F-15 to place the most amount 
of buffet on a store. The maneuver required 20 sec of data collection while in the 15-23K 
AGL altitude band. This was ultimately a wind-up turn holding 0.9M and 20 Cockpit Units 
(CPU) of Angle of Attack (AoA). CPU was what’s displayed to the pilot and are ~AoA+10. 
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Max Symmetric Nz (store integrity) – 9G at 15K ft AGL and 9G at 25K ft AGL, 1.5M. 


Max Q (store integrity) – 800 KCAS. This maneuver required a dive entry and typically 
reached 800 KCAS at 5K ft AGL.


Max Airspeed (store integrity) – 2.3M. This airspeed was attainable in the high 30’s but 
required patience, technique, and fuel. 


Max Asymmetric Nz (store integrity) – Left and right rolling 7.2G at 15K ft AGL 
and 7.2G at 25K ft AGL, 1.5M. The max Nz needed to be attained at the max roll rate.


Max Negative Nz (store integrity) – Symmetric -3.0G pushover at 15K ft AGL.


Max Negative Asymmetric Nz (store integrity) – Left and right -1.0G loaded rolls at 15K ft AGL.


Speed Soak (store endurance)  – Required 30 min of non-continuous 
data with the aircraft flying at or below 1000 ft AGL between 0.88-0.93M.


Throttle Chops (store integrity) – Required 1.1M, stable engine, idle cut. The 
spillage of airflow around the intake had a dramatic effect on fuselage mounted stores.
Between each maneuver each store needed to go through a Built-in Test (BIT) sequence to 
ensure proper operation. Additionally, the aircraft required clean and dry checks in-between 
most maneuvers with discretion given to the aircrew on when they could be bypassed. 


Initial Historical Analysis
Prior to the test flights the test team wanted to learn from the lessons of the past. A lot of 
attention was paid to the safety report from the 2002 tragic loss of ‘Crush’ Duricy. He was 
flying a nearly identical set of CFP test cards when his vertical tail debonded approaching 
the 800 KCAS max Q test point. The aircraft was an immediate loss. It was discovered that 
the delamination of the vertical tail surface was the root cause. All F-15s were retrofitted 
with a new surface a few years after the accident, mitigating this risk of this particular 
failure. While this same exact debonding was much less likely to occur during our test 
flight we still wanted to mitigate our exposure to 800 KCAS. In the past this test point, 
during CFP, was attained by flowing directly from the max airspeed point to a continuous 
dive, capturing 800 KCAS, and riding the 800 KCAS line down to 5K ft AGL. We decided 
against this and planned on separating the two maneuvers so as to limit high Q exposure.  


In addition to Crush’s accident the test team took a close look at the 2009 accident involving 
an F-22. Big lessons learned from this accident included running through all the maneuvers 
in the simulator, ensuring the control room was trained and prepared to evaluate data real 
time and call knock-it-offs when limits were exceeded, lastly the test team took a close 
look at dive planning to ensure the aircraft was never placed in an unrecoverable attitude. 


These two accidents were the extent of the historical analysis accomplished by the 
test team. That is until after the test flight…more on that in Part II of this paper.
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Test Requirements
CFP testing requirements are established in the Air Force by AFSEO, though the actual 
requirements originate from the warfighter. The warfighter makes a request on what 
type of envelope they desire for a store. That store could be a weapon or a system that 
is carried externally or on internal racks. If the warfighter wants the ability to employ 
the AIM-120D missile throughout the entire envelope of the F-15 then AFSEO takes 
that request and analyzes what can actually be achieved. If the analysis comes back 
supporting a BAL carriage capability AFSEO provides the customer the analysis and the 
risk posture of flying that test mission. If the customer, along with the test community, 
decide it is worth the risk then the flight test mission to validate the analysis is planned. 
If the customer and flight test community decide it is not worth the risk then the mission 
is curtailed to provide the customer an acceptable envelope without the undo risk. 


In the mid-2000’s AFSEO was accomplishing CFP test missions for the P5 ACMI Pod and 
AIM-9X Captive Training Missile (CATM). At that time the entire F-15 community was 
limited to 1.6M because vertical tails were still being retrofitted to avoid the debonding that 
occurred during the 2002 accident. Because of this 1.6M limit the AIM-9X CATM and P5 
Pod were only cleared to 1.6M. After all F-15s received the anti-debonding modification the 
aircraft were once again cleared to BAL. At that time the AFSEO team, with concurrence 
from the warfighter, decided that the risk of clearing these training stores was not worth 
the reward. They were both placed on hold until they could be accomplished in a ride 
along fashion; enter the AIM-120D. With a new warfighter requirement of clearing the 
AIM-120D to BAL the additional stores, AIM-9X CTM (Captive Telemetry Missile) 
& P5 Pod, could now be tested. It was understood that the Telemetry missile (AIM-
9X CTM) was a higher priority than the Training missile (AIM-9X CATM) because it 
would more likely fly to high Mach vice the training missile. It was also understood that 
clearing one would clear the other…more on this later. The test mission required AIM-
120Ds to be carried on each unique station: inner and outer wing pylons and forward 
and aft fuselage. Since the F-15 has 8 stations for air-to-air stores and four required 
AIM-120Ds, one required the P5 Pod, and one required an AIM-9X CATM, this left two 
stations empty. AFSEO allowed the aircraft configuration to be either six, as outlined 
above, or eight, giving maintenance the discretion of adding two more AIM-120Ds.


The Challenging CFP Maneuvers
Before a pilot can go fly these maneuvers, which are tweaked based on airframe 
and store, the pilot must study and understand their aircraft with respect to the 
desired maneuvering. For the F-15C/D there were a number of things that needed 
to be studied to ensure safe and efficient maneuvers. The biggest planning concern 
were the high speed test point, the 1.5M maneuver set, and the 0.9M maneuver set. 


The max speed point was going to require a lot of airspace and fuel; more importantly 
it was going to require a unique Flight Test Technique because a fully missile loaded 
F-15 (no external fuel tanks) cannot simply accelerate past 2.0M. The airspace 
considerations included not flying supersonic within 25nm from the gulf coast. This 
one maneuver required so much fuel that it was impossible to accomplish without a 
tanker. The profile was not a simple level acceleration out to max airspeed – it was 
a level acceleration coming off the tanker at 36,000-ft to 1.2M, a climb at 1.2M to 
42,000-ft, a diving acceleration to 1.6M, a climb at 1.6M to 49,000-ft and a slow 5-deg 
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nose low descent to 38,000-ft. If the air temperature was cold enough you could get to 
the desired 2.3M and then immediately have to return to base because you would have 
already flown through tanker joker. This also made it the final point in the card deck.   


The 1.5M and 0.9M maneuver sets were a challenge because of the F-15 ‘thumbprint.’ The 
thumbprint is a wing bending moment phenomena where the F-15, at certain fuel weights, 
is Nz limited. Not to say the aircraft limits the aircrew from pulling to a certain Nz, it just 
decreases the allowable Nz before the airframe is overloaded. The thumbprint nominally 
begins around 0.9M and ends around 1.5M. Since the maneuvers required 9g pulls at 0.9M 
and 1.5M the aircraft needed to be at a very low fuel weight to be at the required airspeeds 
and have 9g’s available. Figure 1 shows the Eagle thumbprint at a specific fuel weight.


The test team mitigated two other challenges by acquiring the new advanced 
(ATAGS) G-Suit and making sure the pilot did not fly with the Joint Helmet Mounting 
Cueing System (JHMCS), in order to reduce neck stress and reduce ejection risk. 


Flight Test Maneuver Lessons Learned
The test team did a number of things right, one being the preparation and real-time 
interaction with the loads analysis team. The question at the end of each maneuver was going 
to be: “was that good enough?” The folks needed to provide the real-time answer were the 
loads engineers from AFSEO. They frustratingly did not want to specifically tell us what was 
going to be good enough beforehand. It all depended on how the pilot felt while getting to a 
point. For example, the high M test point may not have been attainable based on a number 
of factors. The biggest of which being the aircraft physically not being able to get there with 
8 missiles on board. The engineers did not want to tell us beforehand if 1.95M was good 
enough since the pilot may feel like they could reach 2.3M. What they did agree to was being 
ready and willing to make real-time calls based on what they were seeing from the streaming 
data and hearing from the pilot. This required the entire team to ensure we knew what 
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parameters they needed at their disposal and what specifically they were looking at from 
the pilots qualitative point of view. Additionally, the team planned out the maneuver flow 
so as to go from one maneuver that may require analysis to another that may not, allowing 
flexibility to jump back to the former if a re-do was called. Through smart planning and 
effective CRM the CFP mission which usually takes 2-3 flights was complete with just one.


One aspect of the CFP is that all maneuvers are supposed to be accomplished with zero 
changes to the aircraft configuration. Since most CFPs require more than one flight 
the aircraft is supposed to just receive fuel in-between flights. If at any point the stores 
(in this case the AIM-120D, AIM-9X CTM, or P5 Pod) are moved and/or downloaded 
the entire CFP up to that point is null and void and needs to begin from square one. 
This practice needs to change if aircraft are going to BAL. Engineers need to be 
willing to accept data from sorties that may not be in unadulterated sequence. 


There are two questions I will pose for thought, but will not discuss further: 1) should 
the CFP MIL HDBK 1763 be rewritten to account for the years of CFP lessons learned 
and the added ability to clear stores through analysis/computer modeling, and 2) should 
older aircraft go through an envelope re-baseline? Not simple answers, but these questions 
require serious discussion between the operators, program office and test community. 


Max Symmetric Nz – The challenge with this maneuver was the already discussed Eagle 
thumbprint. We partially mitigated it in the planning phase. When queried AFSEO explained 
what they wanted was 9G pulls and if that was accomplished at 0.8M that would be good 
enough. You would think this was an unremarkable win, but years of testing always had 
the 9G pull at 0.9M and it took compromise on the AFSEO engineers to allow the change 
in mentality – only after the test team pressed was relief granted. This helped with the 
0.9M point; however, they still needed 1.5M pulls. This required a very low fuel weight 
and a very tight challenging maneuver window. To attain the 1.5M at 25,000-ft the F-15 
needed to be in a 20-deg nose low dive. Since the Eagle thumbprint dynamically changed 
based on altitude and airspeed the G available was changing multiple times a second. 
The other challenge was that as you pulled G the aircraft slowed down and as the aircraft 
slowed less G becomes available, you are basically dropping into the Eagle thumbprint 
as you slow below 1.5M. This required some faith that at a certain altitude the pilot could 
pull even though at the beginning of the pull the G may not be available. As we hit 1.5M 
and 25,000-ft I started the pull with 8.4G available and needed 8.5G to get within the 
tolerance of 9G +0/-0.5G. As I pulled the G available went up to 8.6G and I steadied at 
8.4G then pulsed the stick to touch 8.5G. At the same time the G available dropped to 
8.4G again and I had bought myself an over-G. Fortunately some minor over-Gs, like 
this one, were acceptable and the mission could continue after a battle damage check – 
test point complete. I found out afterwards the historical precedence of over-G for this 
particular point: 8 out of the last 9 attempts of this point resulted in an over-G. Armed 
with this knowledge why are the engineers asking for a test point that will overload the 
aircraft; additionally, why are the test teams not pushing back. I find it unacceptable 
to ask a test team to go after a point that results in an airframe overload unless 
everyone involved understands the most likely outcome and mitigates that risk. 


Loaded rolls and the G Suit balance – The challenge with reaching full roll rate at a 
target G is usually not allowing the G to drop off with the pull. Another challenge that 
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we discovered was that the advanced G-suit inflated much more than the conventional 
G-suit. This extra volume created a situation where the lateral stick was being limited 
because it would run into the inflated G-suit. I found myself having to slam the stick 
into my G-suit to try and get the desired roll rate. These maneuvers were also a 
challenge because of the fleeting window of pulling 7.2Gs at 1.5M at 25,000-ft. Why 
these maneuvers were ultimately successful goes back to planning. While the loads 
engineers were in the control room they had prepared for what would be good enough. 
My roll rate was not perfect at the target G, but they knew almost immediately that it 
was good enough. As test pilots we want to nail the parameters and some data require 
just that. However, I would argue, that good enough is the measure of success.


Max Q – This test point was the most scrutinized. Crush’s crash along with the understanding 
of flying 30 year old airframes made the risk very poignant. We decided to get to this point 
from a dive starting at 20,000-ft. We would hit 780 KCAS (within tolerance) at 5,000-ft 
and recover. I began my first attempt as planned and accelerated out. As I passed through 
720 KCAS I heard a loud POP and a continuous BUZZ sound. I immediately knocked it 
off and was ready to declare an emergency and RTB. As I decelerated below 720 KCAS 
the BUZZ went away and things seemed to go back to normal. Like most F-15 pilots, I 
had never experienced those sounds and yet, I had also never been at those speeds before. 
As a test team we decided there was nothing wrong with the aircraft. We set ourselves 
up for a repeat of the test card. We dove in from 20,000-ft and as we passed through 720 
KCAS there was a loud POP and a continuous BUZZ. I investigated my instruments and 
realized that everything was normal. I continued the dive and with the BUZZ remaining 
constant I touched ~745 KCAS at 7,000-ft. I tried to get the jet to accelerate past 745 
KCAS to no avail. It simply had hit its max speed with my current load out and we called 
it complete. As I decelerated below 720 KCAS the BUZZ went away and we pressed on 
to the max Mach test point. Little did I know that this was actually a typical response 
from the jet at these high Q points. The aircraft has an air duct boot connecting the 
engines and as you get fast enough the boot begins to leak. The POP comes from the seal 
breaking and the BUZZ comes from the continued air leaking from the duct. It is not an 
emergency and it does not indicate a problem. Oftentimes the unknown is scary…because 
it is unknown. Using sound judgment we elected to continue the testing even with this 
unknown noise. We did so understanding the risk, but also not backing away from 
something unfamiliar. We are test professionals…at times this is what we need to do.  


High speed (Max M) – Tough test point to even get to. On the first attempt to get to 
2.3M I noticed the nose starting to hunt at ~1.7M. As the airspeed increased I felt as 
if the directional stability of the aircraft was decreasing. Right as I was about to call 
a knock-it-off for this issue I had the Bleed Leak indication as described in the first 
paragraph. Fortunately I did not continue to press the F-15 past 1.87M because I was 
actually starting to lose directional stability. Come to find out it came from the asymmetry 
from the missile load out. As mentioned earlier, maintenance had the option of loading 
only six missiles. This weapon load left one side of the fuselage with zero missiles and 
the other side with two. This asymmetry caused the decreased directional stability. We 
quickly amended the test plan so that all 8 stations needed to be loaded to continue the 
testing. The test team never considered this – we simply overlooked the asymmetry 
that two fuselage mounted missiles would cause. We were wrong and after testing 
was complete we ensured a note was added to the F-15 operations manual to warn pilots 
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against decreased directional stability above 1.7M with an asymmetric missile load.


PART II: TACKLING SYSTEMIC LESSON LEARNED FAILURES


The lessons learned here stemmed from two simple questions I asked myself after my 
CFP experience:


1) Why did I not know what nuances and failure modes might appear during this mission?
2) As part of the current test force, how can I more effectively educate my peers/successors 
5-20 years from now on my experience?


H o w e v e r,  t h e s e  q u e s t i o n s  a r e  n o t  s p e c i f i c  t o  C F P,  i n s t e a d  t h e y 
can be globally applied to how we as a test community can systematically 
share lessons learned to prevent safety mishaps and improve test efficiency.


Test Completion
Big picture: a few lessons learned from previous accidents helped inform the test team and 
mitigate risk. The AIM-120D, AIM-9X CTM (Captive Telemetry Missile), and P5 Pod 
were cleared to the combat envelope of the F-15C/D and the world was a safer place…
right? Yes, but wait a second. The team worked great together and it was a success but 
it was also a failure. After testing I found multiple SETP papers on CFP testing, none 
of which were referenced prior to flying. After clearing the AIM-120D in the F-15 the 
same test was being concurrently conducted in the F-16 (same squadron). During the 
F-16 testing a ventral fin was peeled back and nearly lost during maneuvering. This 
could have caused a catastrophic loss of the aircraft and aircrew. This fin was a known 
issue for the F-16 at high speed and the test aircraft was one of only a few F-16s on the 
line that still had the old fin while the others were modified with a reinforced structure. 
This beckons back to the 2002 F-15 accident where the honeycomb structure was known 
to have issues with debonding, but the risk was not assessed as high enough to stop the 
aircraft from going high speed. As I studied the annals of CFP flight test I realized that 
there was a; CFP issue in 1992 with an F-16 losing a flaperon, a CFP study in 1993 that 
stressed inspection criteria, a study in 2000 (pre-F-15 accident) that limited the CFP test 
maneuvering, a 2006 study that reduced maneuvers even more, and a 2007 SETP paper 
on the subject. Then there was this ventral fin issue in 2013 which drove its own study. 


The 1993 study that followed the F-16 losing a flaperon during CFP maneuvering included 
these two objectives. 


OBJECTIVE 1: Define and Document Current Flight Test Process. In defining the test 
process, the team realized that no independent structural flight test process existed; 
rather, structural flight testing is an integral part of the overall process. Therefore, the 
team concentrated on defining the global test process to encompass all types of testing. 


OBJECTIVE 3: Develop a new process which ensures flight test aircraft structural integrity 
and safe flight test execution. Key issues were: 1) the lack of adequate inspection criteria; 
and 2) inadequate communications. These issues comprised the majority of the required 
process improvements. 
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The 2006 high speed flight test study fundamentally examined and reviewed how the Test 
Wing conducted BAL tests…while minimizing risk to aircraft and aircrew. Objectives were to: 


OBJECTIVE 1: Eliminate the BAL certification requirement
OBJECTIVE 2: Modify test design to reduce the number of BAL test points
OBJECTIVE 3: Minimize BAL risk exposure by making BAL test points as efficient and 
safe as possible


These studies spoke to the challenges of testing older aircraft at high speed and 
brought up mitigation…like checking that there were no aircraft parts needing 
upgrades, creating a high-speed checklist for maintainers to use prior to test missions 
requiring higher speeds, removing test points that garnered redundant data, etc.


However, even after all these studies, the F-16 in 2013 was not checked for the ventral fin part 
upgrade, the maintainers did not have or use a high-speed checklist, and maneuvers were still not 
as efficient as possible. We still were not making legitimate progress on safety or test efficiency.  


There was something else though that was really bugging me…why were we still going to 
the corners of the envelope?  The answer was plain and simple: because our customer asked 
us to. But why do they need us to go there, can engineers clear it by analysis, is it even 
attainable operationally? Test pilots would be the first to say that it is better we go to the depths 
of the flying unknown then young Lt Bag O’donuts, but is there a better way? Is Lt O’donuts 
even able to get to the corner? Data were needed to get a clearer picture of high-speed flying.


Unofficial Pilot Survey
I wanted to know what pilots have actually done in their airframe and if they had 
experienced any issues while going fast. I asked 43 F-15C pilots (avg. 1600 hours) 
and had another test pilot ask 22 F-16 pilots (avg. 1000 hrs) the questions in Table 1.
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As most people would guess, pilots are simply not flying above 1.5M. It is not realistic 
for them to get to high speeds and definitely not realistic to employ at those speeds. 
Interesting enough the pilots responding were adamant they wanted no restrictions to 
the weapon envelope…even though they don’t train to employ there.  I completely 
understand that the argument where they cannot afford that restriction in a combat 
scenario, yet I would challenge the likelihood that pilots could even get to those high 
speeds. To get to those speeds you need to have dropped your fuel tanks, run a perfect 
Ps climb schedule in Max AB for roughly 80 miles and then be within ~80 miles of 
your landing runway or have a tanker close, both unlikely if you are worried about 
employing…but not out of the realm of possible. So I think it is fair to say that it is 
highly improbable that an F-15 or F-16 would employ weapons or even fly above 
1.8M in combat. However, there is still a possibility and now the test professionals 
need to balance that probability with the risk of reaching the corners of the envelope.  


Investigation into Previous Mishaps
Hence began my desire to investigate historical Class A / B mishaps in the USAF. Class 
A mishaps cost more than $500,000 and/or include loss of life while a Class B cost less 
than $500,000 but have no loss of life. I reviewed all 257 F-16, F-15, and F-22 Class A / 
B accidents since 2002. Of those: 238 missions (92.6%) occurred during a flight that was 
completely sub-sonic; 6 missions (2.3%- all Class B) were engine issues found after flight 
and there is no way of telling if the pilot went supersonic during the flight; 9 missions (3.5% 
- all Class B) were conducted where the pilot definitely went supersonic at some point during 
the flight and an engine issue was found after the flight – no known correlation between flying 
fast and the incident; 2 missions (0.8% - all Class B) where the pilot went supersonic at some 
point during the flight and there was material failure discovered after the flight; 2 missions 
(0.8% - Class A) where the pilot went supersonic and died – both test pilots, Crush & Cools. 


Two big takeaways: the only Class A accidents since ‘02 that have occurred supersonic have 
been Test Missions. Operational Pilots rarely go fast, but if they do they are extremely unlikely 
to pull more than 6 Gs and if they are flying an F-15C they have a pretty good chance of having 
an emergency. The test community has accepted tremendous safety risk in an attempt to 
eliminate improbable technical risk of a functioning weapon at high speed…it does not add up.


My Efforts to Fix it for the Next Guy
After my AIM-120D CFP test mission I was assigned to a Test Wing study to help mitigate 
future high speed test risks. This all came about when the F-16 nearly lost its ventral fin. We 
worked with maintenance to define high speed and add a few extra steps on the maintenance 
side of the house when prepping an aircraft for flight over 1.6M, which was the external 
tank carriage speed. Additionally, I took my findings and tried to implement a better 
repository for lessons learned at the wing level. This was left incomplete though because 
I had a last minute change of assignments that moved me from Eglin AFB. I did remain on 
the high speed test team in an advisory role until the final findings were presented to the 
Wing commander. My big push in that role was to ensure the engineers tried to accomplish 
more clearance through analysis. In addition I put an SETP presentation together and 
highlighted how we could be doing a better job in general of passing on lessons learned. 
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Prepare to Get Frustrated
A year after I changed assignments I received a call from a good buddy. He was curious if I 
had a few minutes to discuss my CFP experience, all in preparation for a BAL CFP he was 
about to fly. After a long discussion about each of the CFP test cards I emphasized that it 
was all in my pilot report from my CFP. He informed me he never saw those!? I asked if he 
had seen my CFP SETP brief or any of the other CFP reports/briefings and he said he had 
not! I could not believe it…and I do not blame him because I had done the same thing. I 
then asked what he was clearing to BAL and he told me the AIM-9X!! What?!? I remember 
asking incredulously. I had cleared that on my BAL CFP, why wasn’t that good enough? He 
then informed me that I had cleared the AIM-9X CTM (Captive Telemetry Missile) while 
he was clearing the AIM-9X CATM (Captive Air Training Missile). So you are telling me 
the engineers could not clear stores that are nearly identical – just a few pounds difference 
with slight differences in the internal configuration! I was getting pretty spun up about 
this planned CFP. I actually got off the phone with my buddy and immediately made some 
additional phone calls. We simply could not afford to place test pilots at the corner of the 
F-15 envelope unless it was completely necessary. The answer from Air Combat Command 
(ACC) was that they wanted the CATM cleared and the few pounds of difference made 
it so AFSEO had decided an entire new test mission was “needed.” I seriously doubted 
the need. Not only did we pretty much clear this missile, the operational pilots were not 
flying a training AIM-9X anywhere near BAL. It was a training missile and operational 
pilots, while in training, all have local guidance limiting them from flying above 1.8M. 


The Positive Ending
I was getting spun up about this right around the annual SETP symposia in 2015. During 
that event I found the Seek Eagle commander and told her about what was going on…I 
cannot say enough praise for SETP conferences! While I was making a stink the test team 
back at Eglin was doing solid work. They too understood the foolishness of what was 
going on and had been working with ACC to curb the end point speed requirements. The 
test team at Eglin finally broke through the barrier of sanity with ACC who agreed to a 
proposed limited CFP profile. The team would fly to 720 KCAS and 1.8M. This profile, 
along with the earlier CFP data with the AIM-9X CTM profile, would combine to allow 
AFSEO to clear the weapon to BAL – without test pilots having to actually go to the corners.


Takeaways for CFP Testing
1) The test community needs to do a better job at informing the right people at the 
requirements desk what they are asking for and the risk/cost associated with trying to get 
it. It is very frustrating knowing how difficult it is to get above 1.8M in the F-15 -- yet 
test pilots are expected to go there in order to allow a combat pilot to employ above those 
speeds because ACC wants BAL…the ability for a combat pilot to get there is such a remote 
possibility it is not worth putting the test aircrew at that elevated risk level to clear the point. 


2) The government engineering teams need to clear CFP stores mainly through analysis. The 
technology has come a long way over the past few decades and is currently robust enough to 
mitigate much of our CFP testing.  Then as a test team, we must conclude what is “good enough” 
at 1G and zero knots and maybe accept some technical risk in place of severe safety risk. 
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How SETP can Assist in Sharing Lessons Learned?
SETP/SFTE needs to put into place steps that encourage test teams to turn to 
other members to prepare for their testing as well as dig into historical papers 
and presentations for a solid foundation. We have the reports/presentations/
experiences at our disposal, but we too often hear, after the fact, about our same 
lesson being re-learned by other teams. Here a few ideas to encourage test teams. 


Test Mission briefings given by a test team to their leadership, prior to the mission, 
should include a slide highlighting what history was looked at during mission 
preparation. SETP presentations should include (i.e., highly encouraged as part of 
symposia presentations) a slide that highlights other presentations that covered similar 
topics. This will force the team to do some homework and it will provide the audience 
awareness of other papers that may be useful for them if they pursue similar testing. 


SETP could bolster their website and make regional symposia presentations available to the 
general membership. This includes publishing presentation slides on the website. There is no 
reason why presentations cannot be readily available for others to click through. I understand 
that by just having the slides a reader would miss the important voiceover that comes with 
a presentation, but if nothing else the slides show POCs contact information along with 
other basic information that can be a good starting point. Even when regional symposium 
staff may have difficulty recording the presentation, uploading the slides is simple. SETP/
SFTE could hold sessions covering certain topics. These topics could be requested by 
test teams and could be mini-sessions at the annual symposia beginning Wed night or 
one morning, etc. I.e., you could have a 60 min open discussion on landing gear testing 
lessons learned or high speed testing lessons learned. I’m not a fan of breaking the annual 
symposia down into mini-sessions, but maybe there’s time for it. SETP could also begin 
a Gray Beard Test Expert program where the experienced folks sign-up to be the ’expert’ 
with certain topics and become available to provide mentoring to test teams. SETP could 
form specific committees just like the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
has 60+ Technical Committees. Folks could join the committees in order to be informed 
with what is going on with certain topics. I.e., fixed wing landing system committee, fixed 
wing structural integrity testing, etc. SETP could highlight topics and associated briefings 
along with heavy hitter lessons learned in the quarterly magazine Cockpit. You could break 
this down into topics and then highlight what presentations over the years cover that topic. 


SETP is a phenomenal organization! We can make things better though and we need to 
stop accepting that lessons will be re-learned. This CFP case study hopefully provided 
mission specific lessons while highlighting the need for all of us to do a better job in 
pressing for a better way of doing business. Below is a summary of my ideas to bolster 
lessons learned sharing. What we all need now is for YOU to add to this discussion – 
this is an open invitation to act. Positive change also takes folks willing to stand-up and 
volunteer for SETP to help implement change. If nothing else please contribute to the 
conversation with ideas of what we can do to ensure we highlight lessons learned and 
mitigate as much risk as possible. Email your ideas to: tuckerhamilton@hotmail.com
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Possible solutions for more enhanced lesson sharing between SETP and SFTE members
1) Include a slide highlighting historical papers/presentations that relate to your symposia briefing


2) Make regional symposia presentations available on the website


3) Make regional and annual symposium slideshows available on the website


4) Mini sessions at symposia with open discussions relating to lessons learned in a certain field


5) Begin an SETP Gray Beard Expert program where an individual becomes the go-to for 
test teams dealing with a certain test challenge


6) Form SETP committees that bring folks with certain interests together to deal with challenges


7) Highlight presentations and lessons learned in Cockpit





